Introducing
Hysolate Workspace
Isolate corporate assets on user devices in minutes
Hysolate Workspace is the first solution enabling organizations to instantly create and deploy
local virtual environments on any workstation and manage them from the cloud.
y

Provides strong VM-based isolation

y

Fully managed from the cloud (SaaS)

y

Does not require installing an OS image

y

Deployable on a mass scale in minutes

THE CHALLENGE
The landscape of knowledge work is changing faster than ever. With remote work on the rise, employees and third parties
(like contractors and partners) are using a broader range of corporate and unmanaged devices to access a wide variety of
environments. Existing approaches like VPN, VDI, DaaS, MDM, or browser isolation are partial solutions, generally delivering
insufficient security or a suboptimal user experience with high infrastructure costs.

THE SOLUTION
Hysolate Workspace goes beyond the limitations of other approaches to unlock instant, secure productivity across the enterprise.

Unlock Worker Productivity

Secure BYOD

y

Allow full web access

y

Isolated corporate VM

y

Users can install apps and extensions

y

Restricted network access

y

Full access to external devices
(USB, printers)

y

Data loss prevention

y

Enable further locking down of corporate OS

y

Device health checks

y

Remote wipe/lock

y

Privacy by design

y

Fast and simple onboarding

Without compromising corporate security
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Admin Rights
Control copy/paste
Define networking policy
Manage USB and printer policies
Remote wipe on demand

BENEFITS
Hyper-Isolated
Security
VM-based isolation supported with
fine-grained cloud-based controls, host
compliance checks, and the option to
pre-configure with a set of applications,
networking policies, and security features.

Rapid and Turnkey
Deployment
Workspace can be installed and deployed
in minutes, with no additional OS image
or license required.

Discover the Workspace difference.

Cost-Effective Scaling
Across the Enterprise
Unlike VDI or DaaS solutions,
Workspace comes with no backend
infrastructure costs.

START TODAY FOR FREE

About Hysolate
Hysolate pioneered software-defined endpoints, the most innovative way to secure user devices and boost user productivity. The solution seamlessly splits devices
into segregated environments by leveraging the concept of isolation through virtualization. Customers include leading financial, technology and services enterprises
worldwide. Hysolate’s team includes IT and cybersecurity experts who are veterans of VMware, Microsoft, CyberArk and Unit 8200 (Israel’s NSA).
The company was launched by Team8, a cybersecurity think tank, is privately held, and has headquarters in Tel Aviv and New York.
Visit us at www.hysolate.com and follow us on LinkedIn and Twitter @HysolateNow.
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